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Abstract
We give a local search based algorithm for k-
median and k-means (and more generally for any
k-clustering with `p norm cost function) from the
perspective of individual fairness. More precisely,
for a point x in a point set P of size n, let r(x) be
the minimum radius such that the ball of radius
r(x) centered at x has at least n/k points from P .
Intuitively, if a set of k random points are chosen
from P as centers, every point x ∈ P expects to
have a center within radius r(x). An individually
fair clustering provides such a guarantee for every
point x ∈ P . In this work, we show how to get a
bicriteria approximation for fair k-clustering: The
k-median (k-means) cost of our solution is within
a constant factor of the cost of an optimal fair
k-clustering, and our solution approximately sat-
isfies the fairness condition (also within a constant
factor).

1. Introduction
Due to the increasingly use of machine learning in decision-
making tasks such as awarding loans, estimating the like-
lihood of recidivism (Galindo & Tamayo, 2000; Choulde-
chova, 2017; Dressel & Farid, 2018; Kleinberg et al., 2018),
it is crucial to design fair algorithms from the perspective
of each individual input entity. In general, the rich area of
algorithmic fairness over the pas few years has had two
main aspects, (1) understanding different notions of fair-
ness and formalizing them in the context of learning and
optimization tasks (e.g. (Feldman et al., 2015; Kleinberg
et al., 2017; Chouldechova & Roth, 2018; Mehrabi et al.,
2019; Pessach & Shmueli, 2020)) and (2) designing efficient
algorithms with respect to the additional properties caused
by the fairness requirement (e.g. (Joseph et al., 2016; Hardt
et al., 2016)). Our work in this paper is focused on the latter
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direction and in particular the design of fair algorithms for
a basic task in unsupervised learning, namely clustering.
Recently, there has been a large body of work on design
of fair algorithms for unsupervised learning tasks and in
particular clustering, e.g., (Chierichetti et al., 2017; Bera
et al., 2019; Abraham et al., 2019; Har-Peled & Mahabadi,
2019; Elzayn et al., 2019; Baharlouei et al., 2019).

Clustering is a fundamental task with huge number of ap-
plications such as feature engineering, recommendation
systems and urban planning. Due to its importance, the
clustering problem has been studied extensively from the
fairness point view over the past few years (Chierichetti
et al., 2017; Rösner & Schmidt, 2018; Kleindessner et al.,
2019a;b; Backurs et al., 2019; Chen et al., 2019; Schmidt
et al., 2019; Bercea et al., 2019; Bera et al., 2019; Huang
et al., 2019; Ahmadian et al., 2019; Davidson & Ravi, 2019;
Abraham et al., 2019). However, most previous results on
this topic consider the clustering problem with respect to
the notion of group fairness. As introduced by (Chierichetti
et al., 2017), in the clustering problem with respect to the
group fairness requirement, the high-level goal is to come
up with a minimum cost clustering of a given set of points
with an extra constraint that requires all clusters to be bal-
anced with respect to a set of specified protected attributes
such as gender, race or religious.

In this paper, following the work of (Jung et al., 2019), we
study the clustering problem from the individual fairness
point of view: The goal is to design a clustering of the in-
put point set so that all points are treated (approximately)
equally. As an example, this is important when the clus-
tering is used in certain infrastructural decisions such as
where to open new facilities to serve residents in different
neighborhoods. Formally, given a point set P of size n, the
fair radius is defined for each point p ∈ P as the minimum
radius such that the ball B(p, r(p)) contains at least dn/ke
points from P . Intuitively, this is the radius which the point
p expects to have a center within, if the centers were to be
chosen uniformly at random. Therefore, it is natural to ask
for a clustering solution to approximately respects this ex-
pectation and provides a clustering that has a center within
distance O(r(p)) for every point p ∈ P , thus providing an
individually fair clustering solution.

As mentioned above, this notion of fair clustering was in-
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Figure 1.1. This example shows that for any values of α and k, an
optimal solution of k-median (or any other `p norm cost functions
such as k-means or k-center) can be arbitrarily unfair. This is
described in the proof of Observation 1.1 in Appendix A.1. In this
example, M denote the pairwise distance of points in left part and
D denotes the minimum distance of a point in the right part to a
point in the left part. Moreover, the parameters r,R,M and D are
picked so that R >> r and M = D >> 2n(R+ r).

troduced in (Jung et al., 2019) where the authors showed
that it is possible to get a 2-approximate fair clustering,
meaning that there exists a feasible solution of a set of k
centers where every point p in the input has a center within
distance 2r(p). This algorithmic result is based on the pre-
vious works of (Chan et al., 2006; Charikar et al., 2010) on
metric embedding. Among other results, they showed that
this factor of two loss in the fairness is tight: there are metric
spaces and configurations of points where for α < 2 it is
impossible to find k-centers such that for every point p, the
distance of p to its center is at most αr(p). Moreover, they
showed empirically that the standard k-median (k-means)
algorithm does not provide a good fairness guarantee and
further demonstrated the price of fairness on real-world data
sets.

1.1. Our Contribution

The above empirical result is confirmed by the following ob-
servation which shows that the solution returned by existing
standard approaches for k-clustering that are oblivious to
this fairness requirement, may be arbitrarily far from being
fair.

Observation 1.1. The fairness ratio of an optimal k-
clustering can be arbitrarily large. (Proof is in Ap-
pendix A.1)

This in particular shows the need to design “efficient” algo-
rithms with this notion of fairness.

In this work, we show how to find a fair clustering that also
minimizes the k-median or k-means cost (and more gener-
ally, any `p norm cost functions with p ≥ 1). More specifi-
cally, we show that a variant of the local search algorithm
provides the following (O(1), O(1))-bicriteria approxima-
tion for fair k-median and k-means.

Theorem 1.2. Given any desired fairness parameter α ≥ 1,

there exists a polynomial time constant factor bicriteria
approximation algorithm: The algorithm can find a set of
centers C ⊆ P of size k, such that for each point p ∈ P ,
we have d(p, C) ≤ O(α · r(p)), and further, cost(C) ≤
O(cost(OPTα)). Here cost(OPTα) denotes the minimum
clustering cost of P with k centers such that for every point
p, there exists a center within distance α · r(p).

We remark that while in this paper we only men-
tion k-means and k-median clustering, more generally
in Appendix B, we show that our analysis provides
(O(1), O(p))-approximation for any cost function of
the form (

∑
x∈P d(x, S)p)1/p; this in particular implies

(O(1), O(1))-approximation for α-fair k-median (when
p = 1), (O(1), O(1))-approximation for α-fair k-means
(when p = 2) and (O(1), O(log n))-approximation for α-
fair k-center (when p = log n).

Also, we again note that our result is in contrast to the previ-
ous result which only provided one (approximately) feasible
fair clustering without minimizing the clustering cost. Our
algorithm is based on the local search algorithm and is easy
to implement. More precisely, we start with a feasible solu-
tion which combines the output of the described algorithm
of (Chan et al., 2006; Charikar et al., 2010; Jung et al., 2019)
with the standard greedy algorithm of k-center (described in
Section 3.2 in more details). Then in successive iterations,
the algorithm improves the k-median (k-means) cost while
respecting the fairness condition. Moreover, in order to
show the theoretical guarantee, the local search algorithm
should take swaps of size 4, meaning that it considers swap-
ping of at most 4 centers in its current solution with the
points outside of the solution.

Although local search is a widely used approach for k-
median (k-means) clustering, our analysis is more involved
and involves new structures that are crucial for handling the
fairness constraints. We remark that for the sake of simplic-
ity and readability of the paper, we have not optimized the
constants in the approximation factors of the cost and the
fairness guarantees.

Experiments. Further, we run experiments on three
datasets (Diabetes, Bank, Census) that have been previously
used in the context of fair clustering (e.g., see (2017; 2019;
2019; 2019; 2019)). Our experiments show that in compare
to the algorithm of (Jung et al., 2019), the k-median cost
improves on average by a factor of 1.86, but it loses on
fairness by a factor of 1.26 on average.

2. Preliminaries
Throughout the paper, we use P to denote the set of points
that we wish to cluster, and the parameter k to denote
the number of centers we allow for clustering. For each
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x ∈ P , we use B(x, r) = {y ∈ P : d(x, y) ≤ r} to
denote the set of points that are contained in the ball of
radius r around x. Also, in this paper we consider two
main variants of clustering costs, k-median and k-means.
In k-median, the goal is to select k centers in P such that
the total sum of distances of points to their centers is min-
imized, minS⊆P :|S|≤k

∑
p∈P d(p, S), where for a set of

points S and a point p, the distance d(p, S) is defined to be
mins∈S d(p, s). In k-means, the goal is to select k centers
in P such that the sum of the square distances of points to
their centers is minimized, minS⊆P :|S|≤k

∑
p∈P d(p, S)2.

We also use d(x, y) to denote d(x, y)2 when working under
the k-means cost.

More generally, we analyze our algorithm for the fair
variant of clustering with any `p norm cost function,
minS⊆P :|S|≤k(

∑
p∈P d(p, S)p)1/p, where p ≥ 1. Besides

including k-means and k-median as its special cases, the
general `p norm cost function implies an approximation
guarantee for another common clustering cost function,
namely k-center. In standard k-center, to goal is to min-
imize the maximum distance of points to their centers:
minS⊆P :|S|≤k maxp∈P d(p, S).

Next, we formally define a fair radius for each point in the
point set.
Definition 2.1 (fair radius). Given a set of n points P in
a metric space (X, d) and a parameter ` ∈ [n], for each
x ∈ P define r`(x) to be the radius of the minimum ball
centered at x that contains (n/`) points of P ; r`(x) =
min(r : |B(x, r)| ≥ n/`).
Definition 2.2 (α-fair clustering (Jung et al., 2019)).
Given a set of n points P in a metric space (X, d), a
k-clustering using a set of centers S is (α, `)-fair if for
any x ∈ P , d(x, S) ≤ α · r`(x) where d(x, S) denotes the
distance of x to its closest neighbor in S. In the case ` = k,
we succinctly denote it as α-fair k-clustering.
Definition 2.3 (bicriteria approximation). Given a set of
points P in a metric space (X, d), an algorithm is a (β, γ)-
approximation for α-fair k-clustering of a given cost func-
tion cost1 if the solution SOL returned by the algorithm
satisfies the following properties:

1. Cost guarantee: cost(SOL) ≤ β·cost(OPTα) where
OPTα denotes an optimal solution of α-fair clustering
with respect to the given cost function cost, and

2. Fairness guarantee: SOL is a (γ · α)-fair k-
clustering.

Next, we define critical balls which are crucial in our analy-
sis of the local search algorithm. The notion is used to show
that our solution satisfies the fairness guarantee.

1k-median, k-means, k-center or more generally any `p norm
cost function.

Definition 2.4 (critical balls). Given a collection of n
points P in a metric space (X, d), a set of balls B1 =
B(c∗1, αrk(c∗1)), · · · , B` = B(c∗` , αrk(c∗` )) (where ` ≤ k)
are called critical if they satisfy the following properties:

C-1 For each x ∈ P , d(x, {c∗1, · · · , c∗`}) ≤ 6αrk(x),

C-2 For any pair of centers c∗i and c∗j , d(ci, cj) >
6αmax{rk(ci), rk(cj)}

In Lemma 4.1, we show that there exists a polynomial time
algorithm for finding a set of critical balls of P . We say that
a set of centers S is feasible with respect to a set of given
critical balls B if for each B ∈ B, |B ∩S| ≥ 1; each critical
ball contains a center from S.

Claim 2.5. Let o be a point in a critical ball B ∈ B. The
nearest neighbor of o in a given set S of feasible centers
with respect to the critical balls cannot belong to a ball
other than B. Moreover, the nearest neighbors of two points
o1 ∈ B1 and o2 ∈ B2 where B1 6= B2 cannot be the same.

Proof: Consider the critical ball B1 = B(c1, αrk(c1)) that
contains o1. Since S is a feasible center set with respect to
B, d(o1,NNS(o1)) ≤ 2αrk(c1). However the distance of
o1 to any other critical ball B2 = B(c2, αrk(c2)) is at least
d(c1, c2)−αrk(c1)−αrk(c2) > 4αrk(c1) using Definition
2.4. Therefore, the nearest neighbor of o1 cannot be in any
ball other than b1.

Now if two points o1 ∈ B1 and o2 ∈ B2 are in differ-
ent balls and have the same nearest neighbor s ∈ S, it
means that their distance is at most d(o1, s) + d(o2, s) ≤
2αrk(c1) + 2αrk(c2) ≤ 4αmax{rk(c1), rk(c2)}. How-
ever by the previous argument their distance is larger than
4αrk(c1) which is a contradiction. �

Lastly, for a point x, let NNY (x) denote the nearest neigh-
bor of x in the set of points Y . When Y = P , we drop the
subscript and refer to NNP as NN.

3. High Level Description of Our Algorithm
In this section, we provide a high-level description of our
local search algorithm for α-fair k-median. We note that the
algorithm for α-fair k-clustering with other cost functions
(e.g., k-means or more generally any `p norm cost) is almost
identical but in Section 3.2, where we compute the clustering
cost in the local search algorithm, instead of working with
pairwise distances we consider the corresponding function
of distance (e.g., distance squared for k-means).

3.1. Handling Fairness Constraints via Critical Balls

We use a slightly modified variant of the greedy approach
of (Chan et al., 2006; Charikar et al., 2010) to find ` ≤ k
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disjoint critical balls (see Lemma 4.1). Then, we ignore the
fairness constraint and instead run the local search algorithm
with an extra requirement: Find a set of k centers that are
feasible with respect to the critical balls. By Lemma 4.2 in
Section 4, these centers result an O(α)-fair k-clustering.

Algorithm 1 Finds a set of critical balls of size at most k
1: Input: set of points P of size n, fairness parameter α
2: Z ← P, C∗ ← ∅
3: repeat
4: c← argminx∈Zrk(x)
5: C∗ ← C∗ ∪ {c}
6: Z ← {x ∈ Z : d(x, c) > 6α · rk(x)}
7: until Z 6= ∅
8: return {B(c, αrk(c)) : c ∈ C∗}

3.2. Initialization and Local Search Update

Next, we initiate the algorithm with a feasible set of centers
S0 with respect to the constructed set of critical balls B by
Algorithm 1. Note that the choice of initial feasible set of
centers plays an important role in bounding the number of
iterations required by our local search algorithm and conse-
quently the total runtime of our algorithms. In Theorem 3.1,
we show that a modified variant of the standard greedy al-
gorithm of k-center can be used to find a good initial set of
centers S0. See part I in Algorithm 2.

Then, we go through iterations and in each iteration j, we
check whether there exists a swap of size at most t (i.e.,
replacing t′ ≤ t centers in the current center set Sj with a
set of t′ centers outside of Sj) that results in a feasible set of
centers S′ with respect to B whose clustering cost improves
upon the clustering cost with Sj as centers by a factor more
than 1/(1− ε), i.e., cost(S′) ≤ (1− ε) · cost(Sj). If there
exits such a set S′, then we set Sj+1 = S′ and proceed to
the next iteration; otherwise, we stop the process and output
the current set of centers, Sj , as our solution. We refer to
such Sj as a set of (t, ε)-stable centers; there is no feasible
swaps of size at most t with respect to the critical balls that
improve the clustering cost “significantly”. See part II in
Algorithm 2.

Theorem 3.1. The local search algorithm stops after
O( logn

ε ) iterations. Moreover, the runtime of the algorithm
is Õ((kn)t+1 · ε−1).

Proof: Let C∗ = {c∗1, · · · , c∗`} denote the set of the balls
returned by Algorithm 1. To construct S0, we run the fol-
lowing modified greedy algorithm of k-center (see part I in
Algorithm 2).

Initialize S0 to C∗. Then, go through k − ` rounds and in
each round i, add to S0 the point xi ∈ P \ S0 to S0 who is
the furthest from S0; ∀x ∈ P \ S0, d(xi, S0) ≥ d(x, S0).

Algorithm 2 local search algorithm w.r.t. critical balls
1: Input: set of points P of size n, set of critical balls B

along with their centers C∗, upper bound t on swap size
2: I. Constructing Initial Center Set S′
3: S′ ← C∗
4: for i = 1 to k − ` do
5: z ← argmaxx∈P\S′d(x, S′)
6: S′ ← S′ ∪ {z}
7: end for
8: II. Local Search Update
9: repeat

10: S ← S′

11: for i = 1 to t do
12: for T1 ⊆ S and T2 ⊆ P \ S of size i do
13: if (S ∪ T2) \ T1 is feasible w.r.t B then
14: S′ ← (S ∪ T2) \ T1

15: if cost(S′) ≤ (1− ε) · cost(S) then
16: break to line 21
17: end if
18: end if
19: end for
20: end for
21: until cost(S′) ≤ (1− ε) · cost(S)
22: return S

When the greedy algorithm terminates, let µ denote the
maximum distance of a point in P \ S0 to S0; µ :=
maxx∈P\S0

d(x, S0). Note S0 is a feasible set of centers
with respect to the critical balls B and the clustering cost
with S0 as centers is at most n · µ. Next, we show that the
cost of k-clustering with any feasible set of centers with
respect to the critical balls (in particular, the set of optimal
centers O) is at least Ω(µ). Consider the k + 1 points in
T := S0∪{x}. In any k-clustering at least two points p1, p2

in T belong to a same cluster. There are two cases for p1

and p2:

• At least one of p1, p2 belongs to T \ C∗. Let as-
sume that p2 denote the one that added to T later
than p1 (the last point added to T is x). Note that
by the description of the greedy process, for each xi,
d(xi, C∗ ∪ {x1, · · · , xi−1}) ≥ d(x, S0) = µ. This
implies that d(p1, p2) ≥ µ. Then, since d(·) satisfies
the triangle inequality2, the distance of at least one of
p1 and p2 to the center of their cluster is Ω(µ). Hence,
OPT = Ω(µ).

• Both p1, p2 belong to C∗. Since all points in C∗ belong
to different critical balls, by Claim 2.5, in any feasible

2Note that the squared distance (which is used in k-means) does
not satisfy the triangle inequality but instead satisfy an approximate
version of triangle inequality which is sufficient for our purpose:
d(x, y)2 ≤ 2d(x, z)2 + 2d(z, y)2.
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set of centers with respect to B, C∗ belong to different
clusters. Hence, this case cannot happen.

We showed that cost(S0) = O(n · cost(O)) = O(n ·OPT).
Since, in each round of the local search algorithm the cost
decrease by a factor of (1− ε), the total number of rounds
before obtaining a t-stable set of centers is O( logn

ε ). More-
over, the time to decide whether there exist a swap of size at
most t that improves the clustering cost by at least a factor
of (1 − ε) is O(kt · nt · n · k) where O(kt · nt) bounds
the number of swaps of size at most t and kn denotes the
required amount of time to recompute the clustering cost
for each potential swap. In total, the algorithm runs in time
Õ((kn)t+1 · ε−1). �

In Sections 4 and 5 we prove that the algorithm provides a
bicriteria approximation. All missing proofs of the paper
are presented in the appendix (A.2-A.5).

4. Handling Fairness Constraints
To satisfy the fairness requirement, as a first step, by slightly
modifying the greedy algorithm of (Chan et al., 2006;
Charikar et al., 2010), in Lemma 4.1 we show that given a
set of points P we can find a set of critical balls in polyno-
mial time. Then, in Lemma 4.2 we show that a feasible set
of centers with respect to the critical balls is an approximate
α-fair solution.

Lemma 4.1. Given a set of n points P in a metric space
(X, d), there is an algorithm that runs in O(n2) and finds a
set of critical balls of size at most k.

Next, we show that in order to provide the fairness guarantee
(approximately), it suffices to only satisfy the guarantee for
the subset of points generated by Algorithm 1. In partic-
ular, this reduces the problem of α-fair k-clustering to an
instance of k-clustering with partition constraints: given
a collection of points P and a collection of ` critical balls
B = {B1, · · · , B`} where ` ≤ k, find a minimum cost
clustering which is feasible with respect to B.

Note that by the definition of α-fairness, it is straightfor-
ward to verify that an α-fair k-clustering of P is a feasible
k-clustering with respect to the critical balls B. In the fol-
lowing lemma we prove that any feasible k-clustering with
respect to the critical balls is O(α)-fair.

Lemma 4.2. Given a set of ` ≤ k of critical balls B cen-
tered at C∗ of the input point set P , let S = {s1, · · · , sk} be
a feasible k-clustering solution with respect to B. Then, the
corresponding clustering using S as centers is an O(α)-fair
k-clustering of P .

5. Analysis of Local Search Algorithm for
α-Fair k-Median

In this section, we analyze our proposed local search al-
gorithm for the α-fair k-median clustering. In Section 5.2,
we adopt the analysis of the local search algorithm for the
“vanilla” k-median (Arya et al., 2004) to the fair k-median
problem via the mapping and covering introduced in Sec-
tion 5.1 and show that the local search approach achieves an
(O(1), O(1))-approximation for α-fair k-clustering. Simi-
larly, in Appendix B, we follow the local search analysis
of (Kanungo et al., 2004; Gupta & Tangwongsan, 2008) via
our new mapping and covering constructions to prove an
(O(1), O(1))-approximation for α-fair k-means and more
generally any `p norm cost function.

5.1. Bounded Mapping and Covering

The analysis of the local search of “vanilla” k-median (and
similarly k-means) relies on the existence of a mapping
between any set of (t, ε)-stable centers and the set of optimal
centers.

We use O and S to respectively denote an optimal set of
centers for α-fair k-median of P and a set of (t, ε)-stable
centers of P with respect to the critical balls B. Note that
since not all sets of k points in P are feasible centers with
respect to B, we have to deal with extra constraints when
we design a mapping π : O → S.

Next we list the desired properties for the mapping π and
introduce a covering Q of the edges in π with certain prop-
erties that help us to bound the approximation guarantee of
our algorithm. For simplicity, we assume that the sets S and
O are disjoint. We remark that if S ∩O is non empty, then
we can simply ignore the centers in S ∩O along with their
clusters in the optimal solution at no cost.

Definition 5.1 (∆-bounded Mapping). Given a pair of
sets of points S,O in a metric space (X, d), we say a map-
ping π : O → S is ∆-bounded if it satisfies the following
properties:

D-1 Each center in O is mapped to exactly one center in S.

D-2 For all s ∈ S, at most ∆ centers in O are mapped to s.

Definition 5.2 ((t, γ)-bounded Covering). Let
B = {B1, · · · , B`} be a set of critical balls for P .
We defineQ = {Q1, · · · , Qm} as a covering of all edges in
π : O → S, where eachQi is a subset of the edges (o, π(o))
such that their union covers all edges of the mapping. We
refer to each Qi as a partition. For each partition Q ∈ Q,
let O(Q) denote the set of endpoints in Q that belong to O,
and let S(Q) denote the set of endpoints in Q that belong
to S. We say that the covering Q is (t, γ)-bounded if it
satisfies the following properties:
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E-1 Each edge (o, π(o)) appears in at least one and at most
γ partitions in Q.

E-2 Each partition Q is a set of at most t disjoint edges.
In other words, (i) for each pair of o1 6= o2 ∈ O(Q),
π(o1) 6= π(o2) and (ii) |O(Q)| = |S(Q)| ≤ t.

E-3 For each partition Q ∈ Q and each critical ball Bj ∈
B, |
(
(Bj ∩S) \S(Q)

)
∪ (Bj ∩O(Q))| ≥ 1. In words,

by performing the swaps corresponding to the edges
in Q, each ball Bj will have at least one center in
(S \ S(Q)) ∪O(Q).

E-4 Given a partition Q, for all pair o ∈ O(Q) and o′ ∈
O \O(Q), π(o) 6= NN(o′).

5.2. Analysis of Local Search

In Sections 5.3 and 5.4, we prove the main result of this
section which says that given a pair of sets of centers O
and S, we can find an O(1)-bounded mapping π together
with a (O(1), O(1))-bounded covering Q of the edges in π.
In the following we show that if there exist such bounded
mapping and covering, then the k-median cost of P using a
(t, ε)-stable set of centers S is within a constant factor of an
optimal α-fair k-median of P (i.e., clustering using O).

Lemma 5.3. Consider a set of points P in a metric space
(X, d) and let S be a set of (t, ε = (1/2tk))-stable centers.
Suppose that there exists a pair of ∆-bounded mapping
π : O → S and (t, γ)-bounded covering Q of the edges
in π. Then, cost(S) ≤ 2γ · (2∆ + 1) · OPT where OPT
denotes the cost of an optimal α-fair k-median of P (i.e.,
the k-median cost using O).

5.3. Construction of Mapping π

Let us start by a few notations and claims that we will use
to construct our mapping.

Notations. We use NN to denote the subset of points in
S that are the nearest neighbors of a point in O; NN =
{s ∈ S : ∃o ∈ O s.t. NNS(o) = s}. Moreover, for any
value of i ≥ 0, NN i denotes the subset of S that are the
nearest neighbors of exactly i points in O; NN i = {s ∈
S : |{o ∈ O : NNS(o) = s}| = i}. We also write NN≥i
to denote the set {s ∈ S : |{o ∈ O : NNS(o) = s}| ≥ i}.

s1

s2

s2

o1 s1

B1 B2

Figure 5.1. B1 and B2 are safe balls.

Definition 5.4 (Safe Ball/Point/Edge). A ball B ∈ B is
safe if

1. either it has at least two points from S,

2. or it contains a point o ∈ O that has a unique nearest
neighbor (i.e., NNS(o) ∈ NN 1).

A point s ∈ S is safe if s /∈ NN≥2 and

1. either s is not contained in any ball of B,

2. or the ball containing s is safe.

Moreover, for a pair of vertices o ∈ O and s ∈ S we say
that the edge (o, s) is safe if

1. either s is a safe point,

2. or both s and o belong to the same ball in B.

Lastly, when a ball or point or edge is not safe we denote it
as unsafe.

Definition 5.5 (sNN and sin). For each ball B ∈ B, de-
fine sNN(B) to be the point in S that is the nearest neighbor
of an arbitrary point o ∈ B ∩ O. Similarly, for each ball
B ∈ B, let sin(B) be an arbitrary point s ∈ B ∩ S.

Observation 5.6. For any pair of balls B1, B2 ∈ B,
sNN(B1) 6= sNN(B2).

The observation above follows from Claim 2.5.

Observation 5.7. The set of unsafe points that are inNN 0

is a subset of
⋃
B∈B sin(B).

Observation 5.8. The number of points in S that are not
the nearest neighbor of any point in O is large enough, i.e.,

|NN 0| =
∑
s∈S

max{0, |NN−1(s)| − 1}. (5.1)

The following lemma shows that there exist enough safe
points in NN 0.

Lemma 5.9. Let F denote the set of safe points in NN 0.
Then,

|F| ≥
∑
s∈S

max{0, |NN−1(s)| − 2}. (5.2)

Next we will define a mapping π : O → S from which we
can later derive a covering Q.

Lemma 5.10 (3-bounded Mapping). There exists a map-
ping π : O → S with the following properties:

1. If NNS(o) ∈ NN 1, then π(o) = NNS(o).
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B

s o1o2

Figure 5.2. B is an unsafe ball and s = π(o1) = π(o2). Moreover,
s is not the nearest neighbor of any points other than o1 and o2.

2. If NNS(o) ∈ NN≥3, then the edge (o, π(o)) is safe
and π(o) ∈ NN 0.

3. If s is the nearest neighbor of exactly two distinct points
o1, o2 in O, then π(o1) = π(o2) ∈ NN 0. Moreover,
one of the following holds

(a) each of the edges (oi, π(oi)) is safe.
(b) each of the edges (oi, π(oi)) is unsafe and goes

to a ball that has a safe outgoing edge.
(c) there exists an (unsafe) ball B ∈ B such that

(o1, π(o1)) belongs to B and o2 does not belong
to any ball (see Figure 5.2).

4. For each s, |{o ∈ O : π(o) = s}| ≤ 3.

Proof: We design π as follows.

Step 1: NNS(o) ∈ NN 1. In this case we set π(o) =
NNS(o). This guarantees the first property in the lemma.

Step 2: NNS(o) ∈ NN≥3. By Lemma 5.9 there exist
enough safe points in NN 0 so that for each point s ∈
NN≥3, we can allocate a set of safe points F (s), such
that i) |F (s)| = |NN−1(s)| − 2, and ii) F (s) ∩ F (s′) = ∅
for any s′ 6= s. Next we define the mapping π for the
set of points in |NN−1(s)| and map them to the points in
F (s) such that the in-degree of each safe point in F (s) is at
most |NN−1(s)|/(|NN−1(s)| − 2) ≤ 3. Note that for each
o′ ∈ NN−1(s), (o′, π(o′)) is a safe edge. This guarantees
the second property in the lemma.

Claim 5.11. Let F0 denote the set of points in NN 0 for
which some points in O are mapped to by the end of step 2.
Then, |NN 0 \ F0| ≥ |NN≥2|.

Proof: The step 2 of the construction of the mapping
consumes exactly

∑
s∈S max(0, |NN−1(s)| − 2) safe

points in NN 0; |F0| =
∑
s∈S max(0, |NN−1(s)| −

2). On the other hand, by Observation 5.8, |NN 0| =∑
s∈S max(0, |NN−1(s)| − 1). Hence, |NN 0 \ F0| ≥

|NN≥2|. �

Step 3.a: NNS(o) ∈ NN 2. First we assign these points
to unused safe points (if there exists any) in a way so that
if NN(o1) = NN(o2) then π(o1) = π(o2). In this case

both (o1, π(o1)) and (o2, π(o2)) are safe and the degree
of π(o1) = π(o2) is exactly 2 which corresponds to prop-
erty (3a) in the lemma.

Note that by Claim 5.11, at the end of step 2, the number of
free points inNN 0 is at least |NN≥2| and we have enough
free points in NN 0 for mapping the subset of points whose
nearest neighbors belong to NN 2.
Claim 5.12. All outgoing edges of the mapping π con-
structed so far (i.e., in step 1, 2 and 3.a) that leave a ball in
B are safe.

Proof: All edges of π constructed in steps 2 and 3.a are
safe as stated earlier. So consider an outgoing edge (o, s)
in π where s = NNS(o) belongs to NN 1. By Claim 2.5, s
cannot be in any ball and thus it is a safe point and hence
(o, s) is safe. �

Next, let NN 2 denote the set of points s ∈ NN 2 such
that the mapping π is not yet defined for o1, o2 where
NNS(o1) = NNS(o2) = s. Moreover, let NN 0 denote
the subset ofNN 0 that are not yet used in the mapping π so
far. Since for each pair o1, o2 where NN(o1) = NN(o2) ∈
NN 2, π(o1) = π(o2), it is straightforward to verify that
the invariant |NN 0| ≥ |NN 2| still holds.

Step 3.b: NNS(o) ∈ NN 2.

1. For a pair of points o1 and o2 whose (identical) nearest
neighbor belongs to NN 2, if there exists an unsafe
ball in B that contains a free point s ∈ NN 0 (i.e., is
not assigned to any point in O by the mapping π so
far) and B contains at least one of o1 and o2 then set
π(o1) = π(o2) = s. (Note that using Claim 2.5, o1

and o2 cannot belong to different balls as they share
the same nearest neighbor.)

2. Once there is no such pair of points o1 and o2 as in
the previous case anymore, we consider an arbitrary
one-to-one assignment φ from the free points in NN 2

to NN 0. Finally, for a pair of points o1 and o2 where
NNS(o1) = NNS(o2) = s ∈ NN 2 we set π(o1) =
π(o2) = φ(s).

Next we show that if (o1, π(o1) = s1) is an unsafe edge
(which is true for all constructed edges in step 3.b), then
either property (3b) or (3c) holds. Suppose for contradiction
that (o1, s1) goes to a ball B that does not have any safe
outgoing edge and o2 /∈ B. Note that by the feasibility
of centers set O, the ball B contains a point in o ∈ O
where o /∈ {o1, o2}. Since (o1, s1) is an unsafe edge, B ∩
S = {s1} which implies that π(o) does not belong to B.
Moreover, by our construction (step 3.b-1 above) NNS(o) /∈
NN 2; otherwise, o had to be mapped to s1. Hence, by
Claim 5.12, the outgoing edge (o, π(o)) is safe which is a
contradiction. �
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5.4. Construction of the Covering Q

Lemma 5.13 ((4, 6)-bounded Covering). Given a map-
ping π that satisfies conditions of Lemma 5.10, we can
find a (4, 6)-bounded covering Q.

Corollary 5.14 (fair k-median). The local search algo-
rithm with swaps of size at most 4 returns a (84, 7)-
bicriteria approximate solution of α-fair k-median of a
point set P of size n in time Õ(k5n5).

Proof: By Lemma 4.2, the result of our local search algo-
rithm returns a (7α)-fair k-clustering. By Lemma 5.3 and
the existence of a pair of 3-bounded mapping and (4, 6)-
bounded covering (see Lemma 5.10 and 5.13), the cost the
returned k-clustering is not more that 84 · OPT where OPT
is the cost of an optimal α-fair k-clustering.

Finally, as we set ε = O(1/k) and by Theorem 3.1 the
runtime of the algorithm is Õ(k5n5). �

6. Experiments
In this section, we provide an empirical evaluation of our
local search based algorithm for α-fair k-clustering with
k-median and k-means cost functions. We evaluate the
empirical performance of the following approaches:

• FAIRKCENTER (Jung et al., 2019). First we con-
sider the algorithm of (Jung et al., 2019), where they
proposed to perform a binary search to find a value
of 1 ≤ η ≤ 2 for which the number of critical balls
turns out to be exactly k. Then, the centers of these
balls are the clustering centers.3 More precisely, for
a given value of η, they run the algorithm of (Chan
et al., 2006; Charikar et al., 2010), which is similar
to Algorithm 1 but in line 6 a point x is marked as
“covered” if d(x, c) ≤ η · rk(x) where c is the newly
picked center.

• Local Search with 1-Swap. Second, we consider our
local search algorithm as described in Algorithm 2.
However to make it faster, we set t, the maximum size
of swaps, equal to 1 instead of 4.

• Greedy. Finally as it seems a reasonable heurictic,
we also consider the solution after the initialization
step for our local search algorithm that is described in
Algorithm 2, part I. This algorithm first finds critical
balls and then includes their centers to S. Next, it
goes through iterations until S becomes of size k. In
each iteration it adds the point which furthest from
the current set S. This algorithm is the initialization

3(Jung et al., 2019) remarked that while it is not always guar-
anteed that there exists such α that results in exactly k balls, this
approach finds k centers on most natural datasets.

method we used for our local search algorithm and is
described in Algorithm 2, part I.

Dataset. We consider three datasets from UCI Machine
Learning Repository (2017)4 which are standard bench-
marks for clustering algorithms and in particular they
were used in the context of fair k-median clustering in
(Chierichetti et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2019; Backurs et al.,
2019; Bera et al., 2019; Huang et al., 2019). Formally, we
consider the following datasets where in each of them we
consider only numerical attributes:

• Diabetes. This dataset provides the information and
outcome regarding patients related to diabetes from
1999 to 2008 at 130 hospitals across US5. Points in
this datasets are in R2 and correspond to “age” and
“time-in-hospital” attributes.

• Bank. This datasets corresponds to information from a
Portuguese Bank6. Here, points live in R3 and corre-
sponds to “age”, “balance” and “duration-of-account”.

• Census. The dataset is from 1994 US Census7 and here
the selected attributes are “age” , “fnlwgt”, “education-
num”, “capital-gain” and “hours-per-week”; points are
in R5.

Dataset Dimension # of Points Aspect Ratio
Diabetes 2 101, 765 90.2
Bank 3 4, 520 13511.9
Census 5 32, 560 58685

Table 6.1. Some statistics about the datasets used in our experi-
ments. Aspect ratio denotes the ratio between maximum distance
and minimum distance.

Finally, in all our experiments we randomly sample a subset
of size 1000 points from the data set and run our experiments
on this sub-sample.

Experiment Setup. In our experiments, we follow the
description of Algorithm 1 and 2. The only discrepancy
is that instead of considering a point to be covered if it
has a center within distance of 6 times its fair radius, in
our implementation, we consider a point covered if it has a
center within distance of 3 times its fair radius (see line 6 in
Algorithm 1).

In all experiments, the input parameter α to our local search
algorithms (i.e., the desired fairness guarantee) is the fair-

4https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets
5https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/diabetes+130-

us+hospitals+for+years+1999-2008
6https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Bank+Marketing
7https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/adult

https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets
https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/diabetes+130-us+hospitals+for+years+1999-2008
https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/diabetes+130-us+hospitals+for+years+1999-2008
https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Bank+Marketing
https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/adult
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Figure 6.1. These plots compare the fairness guarantees of the solutions returned by each of the three algorithms we described for fair
k-median in this section on the three datasets Diabetes, Bank and Census.
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Figure 6.2. These plots compare the k-median costs of the solutions returned by each of the three algorithms we described for fair
k-median in this section on the three datasets Diabetes, Bank and Census.

ness approximation 1 ≤ η ≤ 2 returned by the FAIRKCEN-
TER algorithm of (Jung et al., 2019).

Finally, we consider values of k to be in range 5 to 30 with
steps of size 5 and draw our plots as a function of k.

Results. Figures 6.1 and 6.2 show empirical comparisons
of the aforementioned algorithms, both in terms of fairness
and the k-median cost of the solution. Our plots imply that
local-search based algorithms perform reasonably well with
respect to the notion of α-fairness: While its fairness guar-
antee is close to the fairness of FAIRKCENTER, it always
exhibits a better performance in terms of k-median cost.
More precisely, on average the local search algorithm re-
ports a solution whose cost is better than the algorithm of
(Jung et al., 2019) by a factor of 1.4, 2.25, and 1.93 while
the reported solution has a worse fairness by a factor of 1.13,
1.5, and 1.16 for Diabetes, Bank and Census respectively.

We note that we observe a similar behavior of local search
based algorithm for fair k-means. The plots are presented
in Appendix C.

7. Conclusion and Future Direction
We presented the first bicriteria approximation algorithm for
k-means, k-median and k-center (and more generally, any `p

norm cost function) with respect to the notion of individual
fairness introduced by (Jung et al., 2019). In particular, Our
analysis shows that the popular local search with constant
size swaps achieves (O(1), O(1))-approximation for fair
k-median and fair k-means.

While our algorithm runs in polynomial time Õ(k5n5), an
interesting direction is whether we can design a near-linear
time algorithm for this problem presumably with worse
approximation guarantees.
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A. Missing Proofs
A.1. Missing Proofs of Section 1

Proof of Observation 1.1. Consider the instance I as shown in Figure 1.1. For simplicity, we assume that the input points
P live in a Euclidean (k − 1)-dimensional space.8 Suppose that there are k − 1 points from P on the left side where the
distance of any pair of these k − 1 points is exactly M . This can be achieved by picking the vertices of a standard simplex.
Similarly, we pick k − 1 “nodes”9 V = {v1, · · · , vk−1} on the right side such that the distance of any pair of nodes in V is
exactly 2R. Then, we put n−k−1

k−1 − 1 ≥ n
k − 1 (assuming k2 ≤ n) points from P on the ball of radius r around each vertex

in V and exactly one point on each vertex in V .

Further, we set the minimum distance of the points on right side and the points on the left side to D.

Then, we choose the value of parameters so that R >> r and M = D >> 2n(R+ r). Let O be an optimal set of centers
for k-median10 clustering of P . First we show that O must include all points on the left side and exactly one point from
the right side. If O does not contain all points on the left side, then the total clustering cost is at least M , while in the
described solution (i.e., picking all points on the left side and an arbitrary point from the right side) the total cost is at most
2n(R+ r) << M ; since the distance of each point on the right side to its closest node in V is r and the distance of any pair
of nodes in V is exactly 2R.

Next, the fair radius of all points lied on V is exactly r and the fair radius of all points that live on balls of radius r around
the nodes in V is at least r and at most 2r. Since the distance of at least one point on the right side to O is at least 2(R− r),
the fairness approximation of O is greater than R−r

r .

On the other hand, consider a set of centers S that consists of the k − 1 points lied on V and one arbitrary point from the left
side. Since R >> r, it is straightforward to check that all points both on right side and on the left side have a center of S in
their fair radius. In particular, S provides a 1-fair k-clustering of P .

Thus, by setting R
r large enough, an optimal k-median clustering of P can be arbitrarily unfair. �

A.2. Missing Proofs of Section 4

Proof of Lemma 4.1. Sort the points in P in a non-decreasing order based on their fair radius rk(·). Initially all points in P
are uncovered. While there exists a point that is uncovered, choose an uncovered point p that has the smallest rk(p) and add
a ball centered at p of radius rk(p). Next for mark all uncovered p′ ∈ P such that d(p, p′) ≤ 6αrk(p′) as covered. Then we
proceed to the next iteration. See Algorithm 1 for peudocode of this subroutine.

Note that the first property is clearly satisfied. To show that the second property holds, consider an arbitrary pair of centers
ci and cj . W.l.o.g., suppose that ci is added before cj which implies that rk(ci) ≤ rk(cj). At the time cj is added to C∗,
since it is yet uncovered, its distance to all the previously chosen centers, which includes ci, is at least 6αrk(cj). Lastly,
since the constructed balls are disjoint and each contains at least n/k balls, the number of critical balls is at most k.

The algorithm spends O(n2) to compute the fair radius values rk(x) for all x ∈ P . Then, the rest of the algorithm can be
implemented in O(n log n+ kn): sort based on fair radius values which takes O(n log n) and in each iteration compute the
distance of the newly picked center to all yet uncovered points in P which in total takes O(kn). �

Proof of Lemma 4.2. Consider a point x ∈ P and let cx be the first center in C∗ that covers x. Note that since, we are
adding centers to C∗ in anon-decreasing order of the fair radius values,

rk(cx) ≤ rk(x) (A.1)

8In fact, it is possible to modify our instance so that it lives in two dimensions. Even by applying standard dimensionality reduction
techniques like Johnson-Lindenstrauss (Johnson & Lindenstrauss, 1984), we can preserve the distances in our construction approximately
(up to a factor of 1± ε)) and reduce the number of dimensions to O(log k) (Cohen et al., 2015; Makarychev et al., 2019).

9Note that nodes are different from the actual points in P .
10The same argument holds for k-means (or more generally, a clustering with any `p norm cost function) as well.
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Moreover, let sx be a center in S that belongs to Bx = B(cx, αrk(cx)). Then,

d(x, sx) ≤ d(x, cx) + d(cx, sx) B by triangle inequality
≤ 6αrk(x) + αrk(cx) B by Property 1 and sx ∈ Bx
≤ 7αrk(x) B by Eq. (A.1)

Hence, S is a (7α)-fair k-clustering. �

A.3. Missing Proofs of Section 5.2

Proof of Lemma 5.3. Consider an arbitrary partition Q ∈ Q. Here, we bound the difference between the k-median cost of
clustering P with S as centers and SQ = (S ∪O(Q)) \ S(Q) as centers.

Let Sj ⊆ P denote the cluster of points that are mapped to sj in the optimal k-median clustering with S as centers and let
Oi ⊆ P denote the cluster of points that are mapped to oi in the optimal k-median clustering with O as centers. Moreover,
we use OQ and SQ respectively to denote

⋃
oi∈O(Q)Oi and

⋃
sj∈S(Q) Sj .∑

x∈P
d(x, SQ)− d(x, S) ≤

∑
x∈OQ

d(x, SQ)− d(x, S) +
∑

x∈SQ\OQ

d(x, SQ)− d(x, S)

≤
∑
x∈OQ

d(x, ox)− d(x, sx) B sx = NNS(x), ox = NNO(x)

+
∑

x∈SQ\OQ

d(x, sox)− d(x, sx) B sox = NNS(ox) (A.2)

Next, we bound the the value of d(x, sox) for each x ∈ SQ \ OQ. Note that by Property E-4 of (π,Q) and since ox does
not belong to O(Q), no center in O(Q) is mapped to the nearest neighbor of ox in S. In other words, sox /∈ S(Q) and in
particular sox 6= sx (see Figure A.1).

d(x, sox) ≤ d(x, ox) + d(ox, sox)

≤ d(x, ox) + d(ox, sx) B by the definition of sox and since sx 6= sox

≤ d(x, ox) + d(ox, x) + d(x, sx) B by the triangle inequality
= 2d(x, ox) + d(x, sx) (A.3)

Now, by summing over all partitions Q ∈ Q,∑
Q∈Q

∑
x∈P

d(x, SQ)− d(x, S) ≤
∑
Q∈Q

( ∑
x∈OQ

(
d(x, oi)− d(x, sx)

)
+

∑
x∈SQ\OQ

(
d(x, sox)− d(x, sx)

))
≤ γ · cost(O)− cost(S) +

∑
Q∈Q

∑
x∈SQ\OQ

(
d(x, sox)− d(x, sx)

)
≤ γ · cost(O)− cost(S) + γ ·∆ ·

∑
x∈P

d(x, sox)− d(x, sx)

≤ γ · cost(O)− cost(S) + γ ·∆ ·
∑
x∈P

2d(x, ox) B by Eq. (A.3)

≤ γ · (2∆ + 1) · cost(O)− cost(S) (A.4)

where the first inequality follows from Eq. (A.2). The second inequality holds since each o ∈ O is an endpoint of exactly
one edge in the mapping π (by Property D-1) and each edge of the mapping π appears in at least one partition and at most γ
partitions of Q (by Property E-1). The third inequality holds since for all x ∈ P , d(x, sox)− d(x, sx) ≥ 0 and each point
s ∈ S is an endpoint of at most ∆ edges in the mapping π (by Property D-2) and each edge of the mapping appears in at
most γ partitions of Q (by Property E-1).

Next, since S is a (t, ε)-stable set of centers, for each Q ∈ Q,
∑
x∈P d(x, SQ)− d(x, S) ≥ −ε · cost(S),
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x

sj
ox

sox

Sj

Figure A.1. The point x belongs to the cluster Sj which is a subset of SQ \ OQ for a partition Q in the coveringQ. Then, ox does not
belong to O(Q) and in particular NNS(ox) is different from sj .

−ε · |Q| · cost(S) ≤
∑
Q∈Q

∑
x∈P

d(x, SQ)− d(x, S)

≤ γ · (2∆ + 1) · cost(O)− cost(S) B by Eq. (A.4)

which implies that cost(S) ≤ γ(2∆+1)
1−ε|Q| cost(O). Since |Q| ≤ k · γ, by setting ε = 1/(2kγ), the k-median cost of clustering

with the set S as centers is at most 2γ · (2∆ + 1) · cost(O) = 2γ · (2∆ + 1) · OPT. �

A.4. Missing Proofs of Section 5.3

Proof of Observation 5.7. Consider an unsafe point s ∈ NN 0. By definition of safe points, s should belong to a ball
B ∈ B, and further (by definition of a safe ball) this ball should contain exactly one point from S in it, i.e., {s} = S ∩B.
But in this case s is the unique choice for sin(B) and in fact s = sin(B). �

Proof of Observation 5.8. It simply follows from the fact that |S| = |O|. �

Proof of Lemma 5.9. Let U denote the set of unsafe points in NN 0. First we prove the following statement. The number
of points in U is smaller than the number of points in NN≥2:

|U| ≤ |NN≥2| (A.5)

Before showing that Eq. (A.5) holds, we show that Eq. (A.5) suffices to prove the lemma (i.e., Eq. (5.2)). By the definition,
a point s is in F if s /∈ U ∪ NN .

|F| = |S| − |NN| − |U|
≥ |S| − |NN| − |NN≥2| B by Eq. (A.5)

= |S| − |{s ∈ S : |NN−1(s)| ≥ 1}| − |{s ∈ S : |NN−1(s)| ≥ 2}|
= |O| − |{s ∈ S : |NN−1(s)| ≥ 1}| − |{s ∈ S : |NN−1(s)| ≥ 2}|

=
∑
s∈S

(
|NN−1(s)| − 1{|NN−1(s)|≥1} − 1{|NN−1(s)|≥2}

)
=
∑
s∈S

max(0, |NN−1(s)| − 2)

Now, we show that |U| ≤ |NN≥2|.

|U| =
∑
B∈B
|U ∩ sin(B)| B Observation 5.7

=
∑

B:sNN(B)∈NN 1

|U ∩ sin(B)|+
∑

B:sNN(B)∈NN≥2

|U ∩ sin(B)|

≤
∑

B:sNN(B)∈NN 1

|U ∩ sin(B)|+ |{B : sNN(B) ∈ NN≥2}|
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Next, we show that for any B such that sNN(B) ∈ NN 1, sin(B) /∈ U which implies that |U ∩ sin(B)| = 0. The proof is
by case analysis:

• sin(B) ∈ NN : in this case sin(B) is not in U since by definition U contains the unsafe points in NN 0.

• sin(B) /∈ NN : in this case, since B contains a point o ∈ O with a unique nearest neighbor in S, by condition 2 of
safe balls, B is a safe ball and since sin(B) /∈ NN the point sin(B) is safe as well.

Thus,

|U| ≤
∑

B:sNN(B)∈NN 1

|U ∩ sin(B)|+ |{B : sNN(B) ∈ NN≥2}|

= |{B : sNN(B) ∈ NN≥2}|
≤ |NN≥2| �

A.5. Missing Proofs of Section 5.4

Proof of Lemma 5.13. First we show that if an edge (o, π(o)) is safe then there exists a feasible 2-swap that contains the
edge. Consider the following cases of a safe edge:

I. In the following cases, (o, π(o)) is a feasible (singleton) partition (see Figure A.2).

(a) o and π(o) both belong to the same ball.
(b) π(o) does not belong to any ball.
(c) π(o) belongs to a ball that contains at least two points from S.

os

o

s

s1

s2

o1

Figure A.2. Examples of singleton partitions.

II. Let B denote the ball containing π(o). Then B ∩ S = {π(o)} and there exists a point o′ ∈ B such that π(o′) ∈ NN 1

and π(o′) /∈ B. Thus we form the partition of size two consisting of (o, π(o)) and (o′, π(o′)) which corresponds to a
feasible 2-swaps. This is a valid partition because by Claim 2.5, π(o′) cannot be contained in any ball.

Figure A.3. An examples of a partition of size 2.

Note that in case II, since B ∩ S = {π(o)} and by the last condition in Lemma 5.10 the in-degree of π(o) is at most 3, the
edge (o′, π(o′)) appears in at most three 2-swaps.

By properties of Lemma 5.10 (o, π(o)) is a safe edge in the following cases and by what we just showed there is a
decomposition of edges in swaps of size at most two such that each edge appears in at most three of them.
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• NN(o) ∈ NN≥3.

• NN(o) ∈ NN 2 and (o, π(o)) is a safe edge (Case (3a) in Lemma 5.10).

• NN(o) ∈ NN 1 and either the edge is fully contained in a ball or π(o) is not inside any ball.

Similarly, if NN(o) ∈ NN 2 and (o, π(o)) goes to a ball that has a safe outgoing edge (Case (3b) in Lemma 5.10), then all
such edges are covered by swaps of size three such that each edge appears in at most 6 of them.

Hence, it only remains to handle the unsafe edges (o, π(o)) where either

(1) NN(o) ∈ NN 2 and there exists a ball B ∈ B such that (o, π(o)) belongs to B and o2 does not belong to any ball where
NNS(o) = NNS(o2) (Case 3-(c) in Lemma 5.10), or

(2) NNS(o) ∈ NN 1, (o,NNS(o)) is an unsafe edge, o is not inside any ball and π(o) is contained in a ball.

Note that the second case can be handled easily as the ball containing π(o) has an outgoing edge and by this stage all
outgoing edges are covered in a swap of size at most 3. We can add the edge to the swap corresponding to the outgoing
edge of π(o) which will results in a swap of size at most 4. Moreover, since (o, π(o)) is the only incoming edge of the ball
containing π(o) still each edge appear in at most 6 swaps.

To cover the edges of type (1) above, we set π(o2) = NN(o2). Then we add (o, π(o)) and (o2, π(o2) = NN(o2) = NN(o))
as a partition in Q. Note that this satisfies all properties of (t, γ)-bounded mapping and in particular Property E-4. Moreover,
these edges appear in exactly one partition of Q. �

B. Fair Algorithms for the General `p Norm Cost Function
Our local search algorithm for α-fair k-clustering with respect to the general `p norm cost function is similar to the one for
k-median. For cost functions other than k-median, the local search algorithm was first analyzed with respect to the k-means
cost function by (Kanungo et al., 2004) in Euclidean space using a so-called “centroidal” property of optimal solutions in
k-means. Later, the analysis was both simplified and generalized by (Gupta & Tangwongsan, 2008); their analysis showed
that local search algorithm works for k-means and the more general `p norm cost function, (

∑
x∈P d(x, S)p)1/p, in general

metric spaces.

In this section, following the analysis of (Gupta & Tangwongsan, 2008), we analyze our local search algorithm with respect
to the `p norm cost function where p ≥ 1. Note that this cost function has k-median (with p = 1) and k-means (with p = 2)
as its special cases. Moreover, by setting p = log n, it approximates the k-center cost function within a constant factor.

We also note that, as in the analysis of fair k-median, we assume the existence of a ∆-bounded mapping π and (t, γ)-bounded
covering of the edges of π,Q (see Section 5.1 for more details on the bounded mapping and covering). With this assumption,
we can show that if the local search algorithm stops at time T , the cost of the k-clustering of the point set P using the centers
at time T , S is within a constant factor of the cost of an optimal α-fair k-clustering of P with respect to costp. Note that by
the termination condition of the local search algorithm, S is a (t, ε)-stable set of centers.

In the rest of this section, we use d(x, y) to denote d(x, y) := d(x, y)p.

Lemma B.1. Consider a set of n points P in a metric space (X, d). Let O be a set of centers for an optimal α-fair
k-clustering of P with respect to costp and let S be a set of (t, ε)-stable k centers for which there exists a pair of ∆-bounded
mapping π : O → S and (t, γ)-bounded covering Q. Then, costp(S) ≤ 16γ ·∆ · p · OPT where OPT denotes the cost of
an optimal α-fair k-clustering of P with respect to costp (i.e., costp(O)).

Proof: Consider an arbitrary partition Q ∈ Q. Here, we bound the difference between the clustering cost of P with the set
S as centers and the set SQ = (S ∪O(Q)) \ S(Q) as centers.

Let Sj ⊆ P denote the cluster of points that are mapped to sj in the clustering with the set S as centers and let Oi ⊆ P
denote the cluster of points that are mapped to oi in the clustering with the set O as centers. Moreover, we use OQ and SQ
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respectively to denote
⋃
oi∈O(Q)Oi and

⋃
sj∈S(Q) Sj .∑

x∈P
d(x, SQ)− d(x, S) ≤

∑
x∈OQ

d(x, SQ)− d(x, S) +
∑

x∈SQ\OQ

d(x, SQ)− d(x, S)

≤
∑
x∈OQ

d(x, ox)− d(x, sx) B ox = NNO(x), sx = NNS(x)

+
∑

x∈SQ\OQ

d(x, sox)− d(x, sx) B sox = NNS(ox) (B.1)

By summing over all partitions Q ∈ Q,∑
Q∈Q

∑
x∈P

d(x, SQ)− d(x, S) ≤
∑
Q∈Q

( ∑
x∈OQ

(
d(x, ox)− d(x, sx)

)
+

∑
x∈SQ\OQ

(
d(x, sox)− d(x, sx)

))
≤ γ · OPTp − costp(S)p + γ ·∆ · (

∑
x∈P

d(x, sox)− d(x, sx))

≤ γ · OPTp − (γ ·∆ + 1) · costp(S)p + γ ·∆ ·
∑
x∈P

d(x, sox) (B.2)

where the second inequality follows from Property D-2, Property E-1 of (π,Q) and the fact that given Sj , for all x ∈ Sj ,
d(x, sox)− d(x, sj) ≥ 0. Next, we will bound the term

∑
x∈P d(x, sox) in Eq. (B.2).

Claim B.2. Let sox be the nearest center in S to ox where ox is the nearest center in O to x. Assuming β = costp(S)/OPT,
then

∑
x∈P d(x, sox) ≤ (2 + β)p · OPTp.

Proof: Let p1, · · · , pn denote the points in P . We define vectorX so that the i-th coordinate inXi is equal to d(pi, opi).
Similarly, we define Y so that Y i = d(pi, spi). Note that in particular, ‖2X‖p = 2 · OPT, ‖Y ‖p = costp(S) and all
coordinates ofX and Y are positive.∑

x∈P
d(x, sox) ≤

∑
x∈P

(2d(x, ox) + d(x, sx))p B Eq. (A.3)

= ‖2X + Y ‖pp
≤
(
‖2X‖p + ‖Y ‖p

)p
B triangle inequality (Minkowski inequality on Lp with p ≥ 1)

≤ (2 · OPT + costp(S))p

≤ (2 + β)p · OPTp B by β = costp(S)/OPT �

Since S is a (t, ε)-stable set of centers and all partitions in Q are of size at most t (i.e., |S(Q)| ≤ t), for each Q ∈ Q,
(
∑
x∈P d(x, SQ))1/p ≥ (1− ε) · costp(S). Since for ε ∈ [0, 1], (1− ε)p ≥ 1− pε, it implies that,∑

x∈P
d(x, SQ)− d(x, S) =

∑
x∈P

d(x, SQ)− costp(S)p ≥ −p · ε · costp(S)p.

Hence, together with Claim B.2 and Eq. (B.2),

−p · ε|Q|costp(S)p ≤
∑
Q∈Q

∑
x∈P

d(x, SQ)− d(x, S)

≤ γ · OPTp − (γ ·∆ + 1) · costp(S)p + γ ·∆ ·
∑
x∈P

d(x, sox) B by Eq. (B.2)

≤ γ · OPTp − (γ ·∆ + 1) · costp(S)p + γ ·∆ · (2 + β)p · OPTp (B.3)

Since |Q| ≤ k · γ, by setting ε = 1/(2k · γ · p), −p · ε|Q|costp(S)p ≥ −costp(S)p/2. Hence, by rearranging Eq. (B.3)
and together with the assumption β = costp(S)/OPT,

βp =
costp(S)p

OPTp
≤ γ(1 + ∆ · (2 + β)p)

1
2 + γ ·∆

(B.4)
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which implies that

βp · (1

2
+ γ ·∆) ≤ γ + γ ·∆ · (2 + β)p

⇒ βp · (1

2
+ γ ·∆ · (1− (1 +

2

β
)p) ≤ γ (B.5)

Claim B.3. 1− e
1

8γ·∆ ≥ − 1
4γ·∆ .

Proof: Since for x ∈ (0, 1), ln(1 + x) ≥ x
2 , ln(1 + 1

4γ∆ ) ≥ 1
8γ∆ . Hence, since exp() is monotone, 1− e

1
8γ∆ ≥ − 1

4γ∆ .�

Next, we show that β ≤ 2 · (8γ ·∆) · p. Suppose for contradiction that it is not the case. Then,

βp · (1

2
+ γ ·∆ · (1− (1 +

2

β
)p) ≥ βp · (1

2
+ γ ·∆ · (1− (1 +

1

8γ ·∆ · p
)p))

≥ βp · (1

2
+ γ ·∆ · (1− e

1
8γ·∆ )) B (1 +

1

x
)x < e

≥ βp · (1

2
− 1

4
) B by Claim B.3

≥ γ B p ≥ 1 �

which is a contradiction. Hence, β = (costp(S)/OPT) ≤ 16γ ·∆ · p and the solution returned by the local search algorithm
is an O(p)-approximation.

Theorem B.4. The local search algorithm with swaps of size at most 4 returns a (O(p), 7)-bicriteria approximate solution
of α-fair k-clustering of a point set P of size n with respect to the cost function costp in time Õ(pk5n4).

Proof: By Lemma 4.2, the result of our local search algorithm returns a (7α)-fair k-clustering. By Lemma B.1 and the
existence of a pair of 3-bounded mapping and (4, 6)-bounded covering (see Lemma 5.10 and 5.13), the costp of the returned
solution is O(p · OPT) where OPT is the cost of an optimal α-fair k-clustering of P with respect to costp.

Finally, as we set ε = O( 1
p·k ) and by Theorem 3.1 the runtime of the algorithm is Õ(pk5n4). �

Corollary B.5 (restatement of Theorem 1.2 for k-means). The local search algorithm with swaps of size at most 4 re-
turns a (O(1), 7)-bicriteria approximate solution of α-fair k-means of a point set P of size n in time Õ(k5n4).

Proof: It follows from Theorem B.4 by setting p = 2. �

Corollary B.6 (fair k-center). The local search algorithm with swaps of size at most 4 returns a (O(log n), 7)-bicriteria
approximate solution of α-fair k-center of a point set P of size n in time Õ(k5n4).

Proof: It follows from Theorem B.4 by setting p = log n. Note that for any vector X ∈ Rn, ‖X‖∞ ≤ ‖X‖logn ≤
2 · ‖X‖∞. �

C. Empirical Evaluation of Local Search for k-Means
Figures C.1 and C.2 show empirical comparisons of algorithms FAIRKCENTER, local search with 1-swap and greedy (see
Section 6) both in terms of fairness and the k-means cost of their solutions.

The plots show that local-search based algorithms perform reasonably well with respect to the notion of α-fairness: While
its fairness guarantee is close to the fairness of FAIRKCENTER, it always exhibits a better performance in terms of k-means
cost. More precisely, on average the local search algorithm reports a solution whose cost is better than the algorithm of
(Jung et al., 2019) by a factor of 2.93, 2.32, and 1.73 while the reported solution has a worse fairness by a factor of 1.14,
1.85, and 1.48 for Diabetes, Bank and Census respectively.
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Figure C.1. Comparison of the fairness guarantees of the described algorithms for fair k-means on data sets Diabetes, Bank and Census.
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Figure C.2. Comparison of the k-means cost of the described algorithms for fair k-means on data sets Diabetes, Bank and Census.


